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This Month’s Meeting - Wednesday

21st November

This month we celebrate the thirtieth

anniversary of the birth of the Severn

ValleyMicrolight Club. Unfortunately, due

to things beyond our control, the planned

presentation on the Club’s history and

development has had to be postponed.

However, at short notice, our speaker will

be Tim Marlow who will be talking about

and demonstrating Airbox for iPad. We

will start at 8.00pm.

Quote of the Month

“This thing we call luck is merely

professionalism and attention to

detail, it's your awareness of everything

that is going on around you, it's how well

you know and understand your airplane

and your own limitations. Luck is the sum

total of your of abilities as an aviator. If

you think your luck is running low, you'd

better get busy and make some more.

Work harder. Check the NOTAMS. Pay

more attention. Do better preflights.” —

Stephen Coonts.

The Flying Show

The show takes place on 1st and 2nd

December at the NEC Birmingham.

Please note that BMAA members can

only obtain discounted admission to

the Show by pre-buying their tickets

using the internet. The following

extract from the BMAA website makes

this clear.

“Advance discounted tickets are now on

sale through www.theflyingshow.co.uk.

For members the price of tickets is

£6.00, the discount only being

available when tickets are purchased

in advance.

For non members advanced tickets are

£10.00 saving £2.50 each on the on-the-

door price of £12.50.

Younger people, aged 18 and under go

Free.”

Runway Length Increased

Gloucestershire Airport has announced

increased runway distances, officially

recognised by the CAA. The landing

distances available for aircraft have

increased by up to 150m, due to 12m of

additional tarmac which has been laid,

the removal of obstacles nearby and

creation of an overrun RESA .

The increases are as a result of a package

of safety measures the Airport has

implemented as part of its Runway

Safety Project, which has seen houses

demolished and rebuilt, a new entrance

road created and a section of a brook

culverted and diverted past the end of

the Staverton tarmac. Runway 27 has

also been upgraded for Cat 1 ILS

approaches.
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Head of Operations, Darren Lewington

said, “This is arguably the most

significant point in the project, which

maximises the potential of our Code 2

runway. The extra runway distances will

make a significant difference to the

corporate and business operators that

currently use the Airport and will

generate additional business for us. With

the closure of Filton airport near Bristol

at the end of the year, there is already

additional demand from corporate

aircraft flying to the southwest of

Engand. Being minutes from the M5,

we’re well placed to capture that traffic.”

The final stage of the project sees the

installation of an Instrument Landing

System (ILS), complementing the

existing suite of non-precision

approaches including GNSS.

“We expect the ILS to be fully functional

within the next six weeks and the

procedure to be published in the early

2013 AIRAC cycles.

The new overall runway dimensions are

1431m(4693ft) x 30m, with LDA

increasing to 1241m (4070ft) on runway

09 and 1147m (3762ft) on runway 27.

Safety

The UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)

has announced plans to update the

way it provides safety promotion

material to UK recreational pilots. The

proposals will see the CAA potentially

working with the specialist aviation

media to use a variety of methods to

provide high quality information to pilots.

Early in 2013 the CAA will cease

production and distribution of the

General Aviation Safety Information

Leaflet (GASIL) and is also proposing to

change the way the information currently

contained in Safety Sense Leaflets is

produced.

As well as updating the CAA’s safety

promotion material the UK Airprox

Board’s (UKAB) twice yearly publications

will also be replaced. A new annual

magazine style publication with a wider

distribution will provide pilots and air

traffic controllers with information and

views on significant Airprox incidents.

Details of individual incidents will be

available on the UKAB website.

Xairpeditions by Bill Keel-Stocker

September, a great flying month for

me and G-CDFM where everything is

orange and ready for an expedition.

Loading up I used a sack truck to save

carrying the heavy fuel can across the

field. On top of the fuel can is a bag

containing clothes and washing kit. In the

cabin I have temporarily bolted down a

useful box filled with gas stove, pans,

utensils, flask, tea making equipment,

food, hand wipes, etc

On top of the box is my sleeping bag held

on with Velcro straps. The side flaps have

zipped bags. One side contains a litre of

two stroke oil and a fuel can spout while

the bag on the other side contains four tie

downs, rope, and an old turnkey for

screwing in the ties. Behind the seats is

my holdall containing tools, spares,

second headset, tent, sleeping mat, three

legged stool, water, tarpaulins and black

plastic bags for wet gear.

My mini adventures started with a first

night out at Pains Castle west of Hay on

Wye thanks to encouragement from Alan.

On 8th September, a glorious, clear Fri-

day evening I flew out from Norton. On

arrival  at the other end I was greeted by

what seemed to be about 200 deer in the
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surrounding field and at the end of the

runway.

The plan was to camp out. However, the

control caravan looked more inviting and

comfortable than the tent carried on the

plane. Five of us walked to the local

village pub for an evening meal and when

walking back to the airfield, seeing the

Milky Way in a perfect clear sky we

realised it would become cold and foggy.

Now feeling even happier to be sleeping

inside!

I had put a tarpaulin cover over the

engine and another across the seats as

FM does not have doors. The following

morning I could hardly see the plane for

heavy fog. This made everything wetter

than if it had rained. The fog began to lift

in the late morning. I had already started

to wipe off the heavy dew on the seats

and instruments before breakfast. Clear

skies, all checks done and loaded up

ready to leave, I turned on the ignition

pressed the starter button but there was

not enough power to start the engine.

What was I going to do now? A Shadow

had landed earlier and, lucky for me, he

had a pair of jump leads. All we needed

now was some power. A search through

the hangars for a battery found nothing.

There was a JCB excavator but parked in

an inaccessible area too far away.

Another flexwing which had flown in from

a local strip offered to disconnect his

battery to jumpstart FM with the leads

supplied by the Shadow. FM started

easily - thanks to all for their help

whoever you were.

I took off and flew home - another great

flight with lots of fog in the valleys. The

following week I flew into Filton - what a

privilege! Air Traffic Control were

extremely helpful. I kept high on

approach just in case everything went

quiet up front. The runway looked

awesome - remember don't land short on

the numbers or it will be a long way to

taxi! Actually I could have landed across

the width if needed. It’s difficult to taxi

slowly on tarmac on idle compared to the

usual power required to move on the

grass earlier in the day taking off from

Norton. After parking the plane I received

VIP treatment and taxi service by

minibus from the plane to the clubhouse

and a reception fit for a king.

After a few hours looking around many

different planes I prepared for taxiing out

and takeoff -. Concorde in view and

runway lights on - what a sight! Now,

what side should I use for takeoff? There

was a reasonable headwind so I was

airborne within 75 metres, not as fast as

Concorde nevertheless a pretty

impressive vertical takeoff. The runway

below goes on forever and looking back

at Concorde was a sight to be

remembered. I continued to climb out

between the two Severn bridges up to

2400 feet – another awesome sight.

Tracking to the west side of the Severn

estuary I finally  touched down at Norton.

What a great day, too good to be true.

The next weekend it was off to Kemble

for the BMAA safety day meeting. I took

off from Norton at 9:15 am only to be

greeted with a lot of low-level cloud

coming in from the east of Staverton. I

decided it was best to make a

precautionary landing at Over to wait for

the low cloud to clear. Whilst at Over a

large plane flew overhead. A flying

enthusiast on the ground identified it as

a Cathay Pacific 747 on its final flight to

Kemble to be dismantled. I took off from

Over at 10:15 am still with a considerable

amount of low cloud coming in from the

east but rapidly clearing as I continued

on my way to Kemble.

On arriving at Kemble 08 grass at 10:55

AM the cloud had all completely gone

-reminds you how quickly cloud appears

and disappears. By this time the 747 had

landed and parked. If I had not landed at

Over I would have arrived at Kemble at

the same time as a 747 – now that would

have been more than interesting!
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Good day inside the AV8 building with

BMAA. It was an even better day outside

with the sun shining all day on the parked

up orange blob. I took off from Kemble

08 grass for home while on the way

admiring the Severn bridges from a

different direction. A great six hours

flying for me in 15 days!

Jet age Museum gains final building

permission

The jet age Museum at Gloucestershire

airport has been given permission to

go ahead with the completion of the

project after a final  hurdle has been

cleared. Museum chairman, John Lewer,

has confirmed the team now have the

official green light. The agreement, now

approved by Gloucester city council and

Cheltenham Borough Council, means the

airport land will be leased by the museum

for the next 45 years. Phase one of the

building work was put on hold when the

process was delayed by paperwork.

It is now hoped the shell of the building

will be complete by the end of the year

and the museum will open in 2013. The

museum's collection includes a Gloster

Javelin, Meteors and a replica Gloster E

28/39.

CAA Language Proficiency

Requirements

The following statement from the CAA

regarding English language

requirements is drawn to members’

attention.

“The UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is

advising private pilots to check the

currency of the English language

proficiency endorsement on their

licences, as pilots applying for any of the

new European Aviation Safety Agency

(EASA) licences must have a valid

English language endorsement.

All UK pilots were automatically given an

endorsement by the CAA in 2008

following a global ruling by the

International Civil Aviation Organisation

requiring all pilots to formally

demonstrate their knowledge of English -

the international language of aviation.

However, this blanket ‘Level 4’

endorsement was only valid for four

years, and, unless renewed, expired in

March 2012.

Pilots can renew their endorsement -

upgraded to a Level 6 (native English

speaker) - through a simple ground-

based assessment with any

Radiotelephony Examiner, Flight

Examiner, Type Rating or Class Rating

Examiner. Unless a licence specifically

states the holder has a Level 6 language

proficiency endorsement, pilots should

assume they need to obtain one.

Ray Elgy, Head of Licensing and Training

Standards at the CAA, said: ”Obtaining a

Level 6 endorsement is relatively

straightforward. Any Flight Examiner can

give a pilot a non-expiring Level 6

endorsement on the basis of a simple

conversation on the ground. Pilots whose

licences have, or are due to expire,

should therefore contact their local Flight

Examiner as soon as possible.”

More information is available, along with

a list of all UK Radiotelephony Examiners”

Dates for your Diary

1st – 2nd December – The Flying Show,

NEC Birmingham

9th – 14th April 2013 – Sun ‘n Fun,

Lakeland, Florida. www.sun-n-fun.org
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